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Abstract
This paper looks at how previous solutions to graphic conflict reduction can be adapted and
applied to production of schematic maps suitable for MobileGIS applications. Map
generalization is the process by which small scale maps are to be derived from large scale
maps. With the advent of high-end miniature technology as well as digital geographic data
products like OSMasterMap it is essential to devise proper methodologies for map
generalization specifically tailored for mobile GIS applications. This paper is concerned
with the problem of producing schematic maps suitable for rendering on Mobile GIS
display devices (e.g. PDAs). Schematic maps are a diagrammatic representation based on
linear abstractions of networks. Transportation networks are the key candidates for
applying schematization to help ease the interpretation of information by the process of
cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are built-up from sketches which usually have a
close resemblance to verbal descriptions about spatial features. It is desirable to devise
suitable generalization techniques for generating schematic maps from large scale datasets
for display on small display devices to be used for Mobile GIS applications.

INTRODUCTION
Map generalization is the process by which small scale maps are derived from large scale
maps. This requires the application of operations such as simplification, selection,
displacement and amalgamation to map features subsequent to scale reduction (Ware and
Jones, 1998). With the advent of high-end miniature technology as well as digital
geographic data products like OSMasterMap it is desirable to devise proper methodology
for map generalization specifically tailored for mobile GIS applications.

The need for understanding and applying cartographic principles suitable for MobileGIS
using small display devices is the underlying theme of the study. The main characteristic of
these devices is that they have relatively small display areas. This compounded with the
need to display map data at scales smaller than its source scale, gives rise to the possibility
of graphic conflict. Also scale reduction will often require certain important features for
example roads to be exaggerated in size, leading in some cases to overlapping of features.
In short it necessitates the need for developing map generalization techniques suitable for
Mobile GIS applications.

The study is focused on finding suitable map generalization techniques to enable
OSMasterMap data to be displayed at different scales with the least graphic conflict of
features on small screen display devices. It is intended to further apply the same principle
for developing schematic maps for transportation networks using OSCAR dataset that can
be used for route finding applications by Mobile GIS users.
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MOBLIE GIS & LOCATION BASED SERVICES
MobileGIS is a relatively new technology but with the arrival of high bandwidth mobile
networks its application potential has increased tremendously. There is a huge amount of
available geographic information which can be re-purposed for mobile GIS application.
This coupled with the ability to filter and personalize content by reference to a user's
physical location will provide compelling business opportunities, which can be useful for
consumers as well as saving money for businesses through improved efficiencies.

Mobile GIS refers to the use of geographic data in the field on mobile devices such as
networked Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs).  The main components for Mobile GIS are a
global positioning system (GPS), a handheld computer (e.g. a PDA) and a communication
network, with GIS acting as the backbone (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The basic components essential for Mobile GIS application.

Location Based Services (LBS) refers to the infrastructure needed to provide various
services to a user based on the user’s location. LBS applications act according to a
geographic trigger like input of a place name, postcode, position of a GPS user, location
information from mobile phone network etc.

BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH
Ordnance Survey through the introduction of OSMasterMap has now made possible a
digital map database of UK. With the large scale use and application of mobile devices it is
now possible to deliver digital geographic information for mobile GIS applications. The
need to deliver the required map information on small display screens of device necessitates
the application of appropriate map generalization techniques that are specifically tailored
for this purpose.

The OS MasterMap data has no scale and features are digital representations of the world.
All real world objects are represented as explicit features and each is identified by a unique
TOID (Topological Identifier). The attributes will include a survey accuracy ranging from
±1.0 m in urban areas to ±8.0 m in mountain and moorland areas. However, the initial data
has been derived from large-scale mapping and the accuracy and resolution of geometry
derived from that mapping (Ordnance Survey, 2003). Though the OSMasterMap data
should therefore be appropriate for display at 1:1250, 1:2500 and 1:10,000 scales in urban,
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rural and mountain/moorland areas, the practical applicability for small screen devices
specifically for LBS is to be verified and optimised to tailor the need.

MAP GENERALIZATION ISSUES UNIQUE TO MOBILE DEVICES
To understand the unique issues related to generalizing maps for display on small display
screen devices it is important to look into the specifications of PDA’s and tailor the
solutions to suit the need. With the current specification of PDA's available in the market
having processing power, memory capacity, screen resolution and display size very much
less than PCs, there is a marked difference between the map generalization requirements for
display on a typical desktop PC and that of a PDA.

The processing capability of PDAs is in the range of 400 MHz .This implies that processor
intensive operations like on the fly map generalization need performed on a server and only
the final output be transferred for display on the PDA screen. The memory technology of
PDA’s is range of 64 MB. This highlights the issue associated with storing large-scale
voluminous datasets like OSMasterMap (in Gigabytes) in the limited memory space of
PDA’s.

The screen resolution of 240 x 320 pixels of low display resolution of PDA screens makes
it necessary to render the final output image based on the generalization carried out as per
the small display cartographic specification developed to give maximum clarity and
readability. Various tests have been carried out to verify the specification developed. For
visual proof see Figure 2 where the image on the left  explicitly shows the graphic conflicts
between roads and building features at 1:10000 scale rendered without applying
specification guidelines and the image on the right rendered as per the map specification
guidelines for 1:5000 scale which shows lesser spatial conflicts and better clarity.

Figure 2: Figures show OSMasterMap data displayed in a HP iPAQ PocketPC h5400 series using ESRI’s ArcPad.
The image on the left depicting the display in 1:10000 scale explicitly showing spatial conflicts between roads and

building features and image on the right displayed at the map specification guidelines for 1:5000 scale.
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A display size of 50 cm2 for PDA screens necessitates that map images are produced and
optimised for that size. Most contemporary PDAs are network enabled to handle network
connectivity ranging from 9.6 KB cellular connections to 11 MB Wireless LANs.
Considering the rate of technological advance, the rate at which network bandwidths are
increasing is faster than the rate at which the processing power and storage capacity are
increasing. This is encouraging trend for map generalization in MobileGIS applications as
it will mean that the processor and storage intensive operations can be handled by the server
and final output be transferred to be rendered on the mobile device effectively due to
availability of higher network bandwidth.

In short PDAs have different form factors such as display resolution, varying numbers of
display lines, horizontal or vertical screen orientation and hardware specification when
compared to PCs. Hence mobile GIS applications that are specific to PDAs need to be
suitably tailored for the requirements of the same. The application of suitable automated
map generalization techniques will help in faster and more efficient rendering of maps in
small screen display devices as well as filtering redundant data, thereby optimising data
transmission in networks and thereby lowering costs

DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL DISPLAY MAP SPECIFICATION
For verifying the suitability of OSMaster map data for small screen devices, the data for the
St. David’s area in Wales was loaded on ESRI’s ArcPad and tested in a HP iPAQ PocketPC
h5400 series for display at various scales to find out the extent of spatial conflicts between
features.

The initial research concentrated on developing cartographic specification for
OSMasterMap data suitable for small screen devices, with tests being carried out on a wide
range of display scales (Figure 3). Finally scale ranges of 1:2500, 1:5000 and 1:10000 were
selected as most appropriate for MobileGIS applications.

Figure 3: Example small display cartographic specification developed

It was found that there is graphic conflict between features likes roads and buildings during
scale reduction (Figure 2) and since the display screen is comparatively of small size the
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problem becomes much more apparent than when compared for desktop devices. Work has
already been done by using simulated annealing to reduce the degree of spatial conflict in
desktop systems using GIS.

The simulated annealing algorithm which controls operations of displacement, deletion,
reduction and enlargement of multiple map objects to help resolve spatial conflict arising
due to scale reduction (Ware and Jones, 1998; Ware et al., 2001). It is proposed to further
the work in applying Simulated Annealing techniques in map generalization and apply it
for the delivery of geographic information for MobileGIS applications (Anand and Ware,
2003).

SCHEMATIC MAPS
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of networks.
Typically transportation networks are the key candidates for applying schematization to
help ease the interpretation of information by the process of cartographic abstraction.
Schematic maps are built-up from sketches which usually have close resemblance with
verbal descriptions about spatial features (Avelar, 2002)

To understand the theory behind schematization process it is important to know the
principles of cartographic abstraction that are applied in the process. Figure 4 tries to
diagrammatically represent the series of processes of abstraction that take place when the
dataset (e.g. OSMasterMap) is to be used for producing suitable LBS Maps. The figure
depicting the transformational view of the process of map schematization is extended from
the transformational view of cartography (Tobler, 1979; Robinson et al., 1995). Map
generalization operators such as selection, classification, simplification, exaggeration,
symbolization are applied on the source dataset as per the small display cartographic
specification to produce the final LBS map.

Figure 4: Transformational view of the process of map schematization (extended from the transformational view
of cartography Tobler, 1979, and Robinson et al., 1995).

KEY GENERALIZATION PROCESSES FOR SCHEMATIC MAPS
Key generalizing processes for generating schematic maps is to eliminate all features and
networks (or portions of network) that are not functionally relevant. Also all geometric
invariants of the network's structure are relaxed except topological accuracy (Elroi, 1988).
When generating schematic maps from large scale datasets like OSMasterMap the basic
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user inputs are the initial and final destinations. Based on this the system will have to
generate an appropriate schematic map depicting the turning point information with turning
directions coupled  preferably with map labels for each road  and the distance to be traveled
in that road. Also if PoI (Points of Interest) dataset is available the local landmarks on the
route can also be displayed as a means of enhancing navigation. This is especially
important if the system is to be used for generating tourist maps. Also by enabling different
levels of schematic maps of the same region the global properties of the route can be
conveyed to the user. This acts much like the Zoom In- Zoom Out functionality.

The generalization operators that come into play in generating schematic maps are:

Length generalization - It is necessary to exaggerate the lengths of shorter roads while
shortening longer roads to enable all roads and turning points to be made visible. That is,
relative scaling has to be performed to fit road lengths of different orders of magnitude to
fit within a small display screen of device like PDA;

Shape generalization - Line simplification algorithms like Douglas –Peucker algorithm can
be applied to road datasets to remove unwanted detail and produce a simplified version of
the network. This not only reduces avoidable clutter but also makes tasks such as line
labeling more straightforward;

Angle generalization - Very often the exact turning angle in not the criterical but the turning
directions are. So angular distortions are acceptable while generalizing content for
schematic maps. Turn directions should preferably be one of N, S, E, W, SE, SW, NE and
NW (at 45 degrees) since people are more easily relate to these representations of angular
measurements;

Graphic generalization - Colour coding, using different display styles for the point, line,
area features etc enhance readability of the generated schematic map as well as improving
usability.

Other factors that need to be taken into consideration are fixing the aspect ratio of the
resulting image to make the effective use of map space when trying to fit and display on a
small screen display device of 240 x 320 pixel resolution. Enabling support for vertical and
horizontal scrolling will add more flexibility to the user (Agrawala, 2001). Another
possibility is to divide the map into steps and display each step separately on the screen.
This method is especially useful when the area to be covered becomes large and there is a
lot of competition among the various features for the very limited display space

CONCLUSION
The research proves conclusively the need for developing specific map generalization
algorithms for data products like OSMasterMap if intended to be applied for Mobile GIS
applications using small screen display devices. Mobile applications using small screen
display devices derive benefits of generalization for helping in rendering relevant
information legible at a given scale by enhancing the  visualization of the large-scale data
on small screen display devices and providing essential information for each group of users
e.g. tourists, utilities etc.

A development of cartographic specification for OSMasterMap suitable for small display
cartography has been carried out and various tests performed. The optimal scale ranges and
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the symbolization suited for the different feature classes in each of the scale ranges were
arrived at via experimentation. Graphic conflict between feature classes at the specified
scale ranges are to be dealt with by applying simulated annealing technique. It is intended
to further apply the same principle for developing schematic maps of road features using
OSCAR data for mobile GIS users.

It is very important to devise suitable generalization techniques for generating schematic
maps from large scale datasets like OSMasterMap for display on small display devices to
be used for location based services. By including Points of Interest datasets linked to
OSMasterMap along with road datasets (OSCAR) will help create powerful location based
services that are particularly tailored for tourism applications.
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